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XML has become a standard for data exchange in many ﬁelds of application. Thus, a huge
amount of data in this format is spread around Web and is stored in different ways. In
order to manage the access of this data, concurrency control techniques have been adopted.
Nevertheless, most of these techniques are developed on centralized environments and,
approaches for distributed environments do not take into account the speciﬁcity of
XML data. This paper presents DTX, a mechanism for distributed concurrency control of
XML data, based on speciﬁc techniques for this kind of data. Aiming to evaluate DTX,
experiments were conducted in order to measure its performance.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
XML has become a widely used standard for data representation and exchange among applications [1]. Consequently a
large volume of this data is spread out or distributed on the Web and stored in several persistence models. Thus, applications
need to access and handle distributed data. Therefore it has become necessary to have eﬃcient systems for managing these
XML documents in a distributed environment. In order to manage the data, traditional DBMSs use distributed concurrency
control protocols. However, the structure of XML data raises diﬃculties in the application of these protocols, affecting the
level of concurrency in both centralized and distributed environments.
For centralized environments, there is a large number of proposals for XML data concurrency control [2–6]. Some pro-
tocols are based on hierarchical locks in trees, and these occur in a top-down manner, that is, the nodes are locked from
the query starting point all the way down to the end of the document, hampering the execution of concurrent queries.
Protocols based on the DOM (Document Object Model) use different types of locks to group nodes of different level, origi-
nating a large number of conﬂicts. As a result, there is a larger number of deadlocks. Protocols based on path locks increase
concurrency, resulting in the use of a very limited subset of the XPath [7] language, and expensive methods to determine
conﬂicts between complex queries, thus making them unfeasible for use in practical systems. Some protocols make use of
structures such as the DataGuide [8] to manage data access and present better results [9,2].
Considering distributed environments, there are still few proposals, such as [10–12]. These present a low level of concur-
rency, affecting response time. Also, there are no studies explicitly evaluating performance aspects. In order to provide
effective management in distributed environments, this article presents DTX (Distributed Transaction on XML) [13] as
a control mechanism of distributed concurrency for XML data, which takes the structural characteristics of the data into
consideration and improves concurrency among transactions. The focus of this work is to follow the transactional properties
of consistency and isolation in the distributed scope, improving performance by means of a concurrent access to physically
distributed data. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes DTX. In Section 2.3 the algorithms used by DTX
are discussed. Several DTX performance tests are presented in Section 3. Section 4 comments related works and, ﬁnally,
Section 5 presents some conclusions.
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DTX is a distributed concurrency control mechanism for XML data, which takes into consideration the structural char-
acteristics of the data. DTX aims at improving performance in accessing XML data by use of a protocol for multi-granular
concurrency control that increases parallelism between transactions and has an optimized structure for data representation.
XML data handling is conducted in the main memory. DTX recovers the XML documents from a storage structure, carries
out the necessary processing, and then updates the modiﬁcations in the storage structure. The storage structures of these
documents are independent, that is, DTX supports communication with any XML document storage method. DTX operates
on totally or partially replicated XML data.
In its concurrency control, DTX uses the XDGL [2] protocol, adapted to observe isolation and consistency properties
in a distributed environment. XDGL is an extension of the DGLOCK [9], which uses a DataGuide structure to represent
the locks. This protocol can be implemented at the top of any system that manages XML data, since it possesses its own
representation structure. Because it uses an optimized structure to represent locks, XDGL is more eﬃcient in managing the
locks. This protocol requires that the transaction be in accordance with Strict 2PL [14]. Therefore the transaction acquires
and maintains blockages until their termination. The principles of locks in multiple granularities are promoted at the level
of XML elements, making these protocols more concurrent. Similarly to the DGLOCK protocol, intention locks are introduced.
Contrary to its base protocol, XDGL assures serializability. XDGL uses a subset of the XPath language to recover information
from XML documents. In order to update data in XML documents an update language was deﬁned. This language has ﬁve
types of update operations: insert, remove, transpose, rename and change.
In XDGL, there are two possibilities of locks: in trees and in nodes. In trees locks, parts of the structure that represents
the XML document are managed. In nodes locks, only single elements of the representation are managed. Locks in nodes
and in trees have together eight types. SI (shared into), SA (shared after) and SB (shared before) are used as shared locks
on insertion operations. These locks avoid any modiﬁcation on the node speciﬁed in the path expression for any concurrent
transaction. X (exclusive) lock is used on the node to be modiﬁed. ST (shared tree) is applied to a DataGuide sub-tree to
protect it from any updating. XT (exclusive tree) lock protects a DataGuide sub-tree from read and update operations. IS
(intention shared) is retrieved in each ancestor of the locked node in shared mode. Finally, IX (intention exclusive) must be
applied in each ancestor of the locked node in exclusive mode.
When an XPath expression is run, ST is applied to the target nodes and IS to its descendants. While executing an
insertion operation, X lock is used on the node to be inserted and, IX it is applied on its ancestors. On the node that
connects to the target node, it is applied a SI lock and an IS one to its ancestors. On the target nodes of the path-
expression predicate are used ST, and IS on its ancestors. While executing a removing operation, XT locks are applied to
the target nodes and IX to their ancestors. In the nodes that are part of the path-expression predicate, ST locks are applied
to them and IS locks to their ancestors. Further information about locks behaviors on other operations of the protocol can
be found in [15].
Three modiﬁcations were made in the XDGL protocol so it could work in distributed environments: (i) a communication
infrastructure between schedulers was inserted, allowing it to execute remote functions, at the same time that it acquires
necessary locks and allows the commitment and abortion of a distributed transaction; upon abortion, the transaction undoes
all its effects on the required data; (ii) the lock manager was distributed in each instance of DTX in order to decentralize the
lock acquisition/release module, leaving each instance in charge of managing the locks on its data; (iii) the manner in which
XDGL detects and deals with deadlocks was altered, and a process was added that periodically goes through all instances of
DTX and veriﬁes if a circle is present at the union of the wait-for graphs, that is, if a deadlock is detected. It is important to
point out that DTX was conceived in a ﬂexible fashion, so that other concurrency control protocols can be employed, using
only the changes described previously.
Because it uses an adaptation of the protocol for concurrency control, DTX has query and update language limitations.
The subset of the XPath language used for information recovery in the XDGL protocol is common to the DTX query language;
as for the update language, it follows the same idea. The locking rules for processing XDGL operations are common to the
locks used in DTX processing operations [2].
This work uses the distributed transaction model based on coordinators and participants [14]. DTX employs the syn-
chronous approach to execute transactions, using the locking technique. With this approach it is possible to assure the
organization of messages between sites, as well as the exclusive access to shared resources. In DTX each instance manages
the locks on its local data. Since concurrency control uses locking techniques, deadlocks may eventually arise; thus, DTX
implements a deadlock detection policy that implements the technique of wait-for graph union of the DTX instances. If a
deadlock occurs, as in the original XDGL protocol, the most recent transaction involved in the circle is rolled back. DTX im-
plements the classic sequence of execution of transactions, and uses the read-committed isolation level in which concurrent
transactions do not see one another’s pending alterations.
2.1. Architecture
DTX is divided into some software components that communicate among themselves, implementing XML data distributed
concurrency control. An overview of DTX’s architecture can be observed in Fig. 1.
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The Listener is the component responsible for receiving client requirements. It provides a simple interface for processing
transactions, recovering their results and forwarding them to the client. The other function of the Listener is to receive,
handle and forward the requests from other schedulers to the DTX scheduler to carry out a distributed or synchronization
task.
The TransactionManager is the component responsible for executing the transactions. It is composed of two parts: the
Scheduler, whose function is to schedule the execution between transaction operations, using the rules of the protocol
to control concurrency, detect/handle deadlocks, and execute operations through the LockManager; the LockManager, that
contains the data representation and locking structure (i.e., DataGuide) used to go through XML data in and optimized
fashion; this second part also contains the rules for granting locks and the XML data handling operations. The DataManager
is the component used by DTX to interact with the XML data storage structure. It is responsible for recovering XML data
from the storage structure, converting it into a proper representation structure, and providing means for updating the data
in the storage structure.
2.2. Speciﬁcation
At each site (i.e., system node) an instance of DTX is linked between the clients and the XML data storage structure; these
instances communicate among themselves to execute a distributed transaction. In order to submit a transaction to DTX, the
client makes a connection with an instance of DTX and sends the transaction. The DTX Listener component receives the
transactions sent by the clients. When a transaction arrives, the Listener forwards it to the transaction manager to monitor
its execution. The transaction manager, in turn, sends this transaction to the scheduler for execution together with other
concurrencies. The scheduler has the function of deciding which transaction it will execute. It is also charged of obtaining
the locks necessary for the execution with the lock manager of the current site. The site scheduler component in which the
transaction was initiated is called a coordinator.
If the transaction contains an operation to be executed in other sites, the coordinator sends this operation to the destina-
tion site’s schedulers, waits for its execution, and carries on to the next operation. The site that receives the operation sent
by the coordinator is called participant. The coordinator is also responsible for periodically checking and handling distributed
deadlocks, as well as committing or aborting a distributed transaction. When the scheduler obtains the locks necessary for
an operation, it carries it out, interacting with the lock manager that, in turn, updates the data manager.
Local serializability is ensured by DBMS, that uses the 2PL (two-phase locking) protocol. The criteria of global serializabil-
ity is obtained by using locking techniques in the sites involved in distributed transactions, since the concurrency control
protocol used by DTX assures this criteria at a single site. Ref. [16] illustrates a solution for processing transactions in
computing grids. The authors prove the criteria of global transactional serializability where there is no central coordinator.
The demonstration method can be applied to DTX, once those characteristics are similar, that is, it does not have a central
scheduler. Still according to the authors, in order to assure serializability the schedulers must have knowledge of the conﬂict
between transactions. In DTX this is obtained in the attempt to lock operations. If in any site the lock cannot be obtained,
the system is informed that there was a lock conﬂict between transactions.
The commitment of a transaction can only arise if it does not depend on any other active transaction. Thus, commitment
is only allowed for transactions that have carried out all their operations; in order to carry out an operation, a transaction
must obtain the necessary locks at all the target sites of the operation. If all the locks are not obtained at a certain site, the
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transaction enters wait mode. Thus, one can say that a transaction only commit if it does not depend on any other active
transaction.
In order to assure isolation and consistency, the coordinator must obtain the necessary locks for each operation and
execute at all the participant sites. When an operation is executed in other sites and in one of them all the blocks do not
occur, the transaction is put into wait mode and, in the sites where the operation was carried out, its actions are undone.
This assures that an operation is only executed in its totality, that is, it has to be carried out at all the participant sites.
At the end of a transaction, be it by success or failure, the coordinator must commit or abort the operations carried out in
all the sites involved in the distributed transaction. Should it not be possible to commit at a certain site, the transaction is
aborted. If upon cancellation of a transaction it is not possible to execute this procedure at a certain site, the transaction
fails. In case of failure, DTX alerts the application stating that the transaction has failed.
Concerning assurance of the termination of a transaction, DTX uses a process that periodically checks out the schedulers
of all the sites, with the objective of recovering its wait-for graphs and verifying if a circle is occurring at the joint. Following
the rules of the adopted protocol, the most recent transaction involved in the circle is aborted. When a transaction commits,
those that entered wait mode waiting for the locks of the one that committed, start executing again. In this way, one can
always say that a transaction either commits, aborts or fails.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a system using the DTX. This system is composed of three sites: s1, s2 and s3. The site s1
contains an instance of DTX that meets client c1’s requests. The instance of DTX on the site s1 handles XML data coming
from a DBMS. The site s2 has an instance of DTX that manages client requests c2. The DTX module on the site s2 manages
XML data persisted in a ﬁle system. The site s3 contains two clients: c3 and c4. The instance used by clients c3 and c4,
manages XML data from a DBMS.
Fig. 2 shows the communication between the DTX instances of the sites; the interaction is necessary for the execution
of distributed transactions when data required by the transaction are located elsewhere. Other applications of communica-
tion between instances of DTX are consolidations, cancellations of distributed transactions and the detection/treatment of
distributed deadlock.
2.3. Algorithms
This section describes the main algorithms of DTX. Algorithm 1 is the procedure carried out by the coordinator scheduler
to process the transactions. The process is a repetitive loop that analyzes and recovers the next available transaction in the
transactions queue (1. 3). Available transactions are those that are not in wait mode. After recovering a transaction, the
process chooses the ﬁrst non-executed operation (1. 4), and then checks where this operation will be executed (1. 5). If the
operation is executed only on the coordinator site, the operation will be carried out in the local lock manager (1. 6 to 9);
if the operation is executed on some other site, it will be sent and executed in all the participants that contain the data
involved in this operation (1. 12 to 22). If the operation is executed only in the coordinator and does not obtain the
necessary locks, the transaction enters wait mode (1. 9).
If an operation is to be executed on some other site (1. 11), it will be sent to all the participants (1. 11 and 1) including
the coordinator if it contains data involved in the process. An operation sent to be executed on another site is called a
remote operation. It should be pointed out that the coordinator waits for the operation to be executed on all the sites to
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1: procedure process_transactions
2: loop
3: transaction ← buffer.next_transaction_available();
4: operation ← transaction.next_operation();
5: if operation contains only the site of the coordinator then
6: if LockManager.process_operation(operation, wait_for_graph) then
7: operation.set_executed(true);
8: else
9: transaction.wait();
10: end if
11: else
12: participants ← sites.get_participants(operation.get_sites());
13: participants.send_operation(operation);
14: wait_for_responses();
15: if operation.not_adquire_locking() then
16: undo_operation(operation);
17: transaction.wait();
18: else
19: if operation.aborted() or operation.deadlock() then
20: abort_transaction(transaction);
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: if transaction does not have available operation then
25: commit_transaction(transaction);
26: end if
27: end loop
28: end procedure
Algorithm 2 Procedure executed by the Participants.
1: procedure process_transactions
2: loop
3: remote_operation ← buffer.next_remote_operation_available();
4: if remote_operation is valid then
5: if LockManager.process_operation(remote_operation, wait_for_graph) then
6: remote_operation.set_executed(true);
7: else
8: remote_operation.set_adquire_locking(false);
9: end if
10: if remote_operation.failed() or remote_operation.deadlock() then
11: remote_operation.set_abort(true);
12: end if
13: send_remote_operation_coordinator(remote_operation);
14: process_commit_messages();
15: process_abort_messages();
16: end if
17: end loop
18: end procedure
which it was sent (1. 14). If the operation does not acquire locks at any one of the participants (1. 15), procedure (1. 16)
undoes the actions on all sites where the operation was carried out; afterwards, the transaction enters wait mode (1. 17).
Should the operation fail on any of the participant sites, or generate a deadlock (1. 19), the transaction is aborted (1. 20).
When the analyzed transaction no longer contains any operations to be executed (1. 24), it becomes committed (1. 25).
When a transaction is aborted, all the operations are undone on all the participant sites and on the coordinator, and all the
locks on the data involved are released. When a transaction commits the updates are put into effect, and all the locks on
the data involved in the transaction are released.
Algorithm 2 describes the behavior of the schedulers when executing remote operations on participant sites. It must
be pointed out that this procedure is also common to the coordinator. Remote operations are those that the coordinator
sends to be executed on other sites. All those operations are stored in a queue and recovered in sequence (1. 3). If there is
any remote operation to be executed (1. 4), the necessary locks are acquired and the operation is processed in participant
site’s lock manager (1. 5). If the operation does not acquire the necessary locks, it will be tagged to identify this action
to the coordinator (1. 8). If, for any reason, the operation fails (1. 10) it will be tagged with the abort indicator (1. 11).
Upon termination of the execution of the remote operation, be it by success or failure, the status of the operation is sent
to the coordinator (1. 13). After processing the remote operations, the participants execute the procedures that handle the
distributed transactions remote commitment and abortion messages (1. 14 and 15).
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1: procedure process_operation
2: result ← null;
3: while go through all the DataGuide elements of the operation do
4: tr_conﬂicted ← DataGuide.process_ locking(operation, lock_table, curr_node);
5: if tr_conﬂicted is empty then
6: result ← DataGuide.update(operation);
7: else
8: wait_for_graph.add_link(operation.get_transaction(), tr_ conﬂicted);
9: if wait_for_graph.is_circle() then
10: operation.set_deadlock(true);
11: end if
12: DataGuide.undo_operation(operation);
13: return null;
14: end if
15: end while
16: return result;
17: end procedure
Algorithm 4 Procedure for distributed deadlock detection.
1: procedure process_deadlock_detection
2: sites ← get_all_sites();
3: for site in sites do
4: graph ← site.request_wait_for_graph();
5: result_graph ← result_graph.union(graph);
6: if result_graph.is_circle() then
7: transaction ← graph.get_newest_transaction_in_circle();
8: abort_transaction(transaction);
9: return true;
10: end if
11: end for
12: return false;
13: end procedure
Algorithm 3 describes the procedure of acquiring locks and carrying out operations in the scheduler’s lock manager. This
procedure receives, as parameters, the operation to be executed and the wait-for graph for handling and detecting deadlocks.
The procedure goes through all the elements of the DataGuide, based on the nodes used in the operation (1. 3). At each
element it goes through, it checks the possibility of obtaining locks for the element in question; if this is not possible,
the transaction that maintains a lock on the required data is returned (1. 4). If the lock is successfully acquired (1. 5), the
DataGuide is updated (1. 6). In case there is a conﬂicting transaction, an edge/ridge/bevel/line is added linking the conﬂicting
transaction with the operation transaction in the wait-for graph (1. 8). If adding an edge/ridge/bevel/line to the wait-for
graph generates a circle (1. 9), that is, if a deadlock occurs, the operation will be tagged with the deadlock occurrence to be
handled by the scheduler (1. 10). After analyzing the occurrence of the deadlock, the modiﬁcations made by the operation
in the DataGuide and the lock manager are undone (1. 12). This procedure returns the result of the operation if its execution
is successful (1. 17), and will be considered null if it does not acquire locks and/or if a deadlock occurs (1. 14).
Algorithm 4 describes the distributed deadlock detection and treatment, which is periodically executed. First of all, it
builds a list of all sites in the system (l. 2). For every site, it collects the wait-for graph (l. 4). The scheduler, which ﬁres
the deadlock detection algorithm, merges all the wait-for graphs to check for cycles (l. 5 to 6). If a cycle is found, the most
recently started transaction is rolled back (l. 7 to 8) and the algorithm returns true. Otherwise it returns false which means
that there was no distributed deadlock.
Algorithm 5 describes the procedure that handles the consolidation of a distributed transaction by the coordinator. This
algorithm is atomic, the scheduler and the lock manager stop their activities until the end of the procedure. The algorithm
starts by retrieving all sites involved in the transaction (l. 2); for each site, a message is sent so that it consolidates the ef-
fects achieved by the transaction (l. 4). If the message sent to the site is not served (l. 5), the transaction is aborted (l. 6) and
the procedure ends (l. 7). If all requested sites correctly apply the consolidation, the scheduler performs a communication
with the lock manager, so that it persists the changes (l. 10) and releases the locks held by the transaction (l. 11).
Algorithm 6 describes the procedure that processes the operation of cancellation of distributed transaction made by
the coordinator. Just like the algorithm of consolidation, this algorithm is atomic; the scheduler and the lock manager
interrupt their activities until the end of this procedure. The algorithm starts cwby retrieving all the sites involved in the
transaction (l. 2); for each site, a message is sent so that it cancels the effects achieved this transaction (l. 4). If the message
sent to the site is not served (l. 5), a new message is sent to all sites requesting the failure of the transaction (l. 6); the
coordinator also runs the failure procedure (l. 9) and the procedure ends (l. 10). If all the requested sites successfully make
the cancellation, the scheduler performs a communication with the lock manager, so that it undoes all modiﬁcations (l. 13)
and releases the locks held by the transaction (l. 14).
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1: procedure commit_transaction
2: sites ← transaction.get_sites();
3: for site in sites do
4: result ← site.send_commit_message(transaction);
5: if not result then
6: abort_transaction(transaction);
7: return false;
8: end if
9: end for
10: LockManager.DataManager.persist(transaction);
11: LockManager.DataGuide.release_lockings(transaction, lock_table);
12: return true;
13: end procedure
Algorithm 6 Procedure performed by the coordinator to abort a distributed transaction.
1: procedure abort_transaction
2: sites ← transaction.get_sites();
3: for site in sites do
4: result ← site.send_abort_message(transaction);
5: if not result then
6: for site in sites do
7: result ← site.send_fail_message(transaction);
8: end for
9: fail_transaction(transaction);
10: return false;
11: end if
12: end for
13: LockManager.DataManager.undo(transaction);
14: LockManager.DataGuide.release_lockings(transaction, lock_table);
15: return true;
16: end procedure
2.4. Scenario
In order to better demonstrate how DTX works, an execution scenario is illustrated next. In this example there are two
clients: c1 and c2. They are allocated in different sites: s1 and s2 respectively. To make it easier to understand, this example
is demonstrated with small fragments of XML documents. The ﬁrst document d1 contains information about clients of
a sales institution. Document d2 stores information about products that are sold in this store. Structurally, document d1
has a root element called people that contains several person elements. A person element has two sub-elements,
id and name, that represent a person’s unique identiﬁer and name, respectively. Document d2 has a root element called
products. The products element contains several product elements, and these, in turn, contain the elements id,
description and price, which represent the unique identiﬁer of the product, its description and price.
To execute the scenario three transactions are deﬁned: t1, t2 and t3. Client c1 submits transaction t1, and client c2
sends transactions t2 and t3. Transaction t1 contains two operations: t1op1 and t1op2 . t1op1 is a client query with identiﬁer
number 4. The identiﬁer is related to the id attributes contained in the people and products XML structures; it is a
key that uniquely identiﬁes each client and product registry. t1op2 , on the other hand, is the insertion of a product called
Mouse, priced at 10.30 and identiﬁed with the number 13.
Transaction t2 contains two operations: t2op1 and t2op2 . The ﬁrst is a query that recovers all the store’s products. The
last operation of t2 contains the insertion of a client called Patricia, with identiﬁer 22. Transaction t3 also contains two
operations: t3op1 and t3op2 . Operation t3op1 represents a query of the registry of the product that contains identiﬁer 14. The
second operation of t3, t3op2 , is the insertion of a product called Keyboard, priced at 9.90, and containing identiﬁer 32.
The content of all these transactions can be better viewed in Fig. 3. Site s1 manages a copy of document d1; site s2 contains
a copy of all the documents; d1 and d2. Fig. 4 illustrates the architecture, allocation of the clients and documents in the
sites that compose this example.
Starting this scenario, clients c1 and c2 submit transactions t1 and t2, respectively. Consider that, in this case, both
transactions are submitted simultaneously. Each DTX instance in the local sites receives the transactions through its Listener
component, which, in turn, forwards the transactions to their respective TransactionManager. The TransactionManager sends
the transactions to the Scheduler, which stores them in a queue so they can be executed concurrently with other pending
transactions.
Suppose, for this execution scenario, that the scheduler of site s1 starts carrying out t1op1 (Alg. 1; l. 3–4). To execute this
operation the scheduler must obtain the necessary locks at both sites, because document d1 is present in them. Suppose
there are no other transactions in the instances of DTX, the locks are obtained using the rules of the XDGL protocol, and then
the operation is processed. At this moment the ﬁrst operation of transaction t2 begins execution in site s2. Document d2 is
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Fig. 4. Example of the scenario.
only present in site s2; since there are no transactions executing on document d2, operation t2op1 acquires the locks and is
carried out. The status of the data and lock representation structures can be seen in Fig. 5.
The scheduler of site s1 starts executing operation t1op2 . This operation handles document d2, and then is sent to site s2
to be executed. It is not possible to obtain insertion locks for t1op2 (Alg. 3) because transaction t2 is keeping query locks
in d2. Transaction t1 needs to carry out lock IX in the node identiﬁed by 2 in the DataGuide. This node has a lock ST
that generates an incompatibility between locks. At this moment transaction t1 is put into wait mode (Alg. 1; l. 9). The
s2 scheduler then decides to execute operation t2op2 . Document d1, target of the next operation, is present on all sites.
Therefore, it is necessary to send the operation and obtain the necessary locks at both sites (Alg. 1; l. 12 to 22). It is not
possible to obtain insertion locks for t2op2 , because transaction t1 is maintaining query locks on document d1. Transaction t2
needs to execute lock IX in the node identiﬁed by 56 in the DataGuide. This node has a lock ST that also generates an
incompatibility between locks. Thus, transaction t2 also enters wait mode. Fig. 6 shows the situation of incompatibility
between the different transaction locks in the document DataGuides.
At this moment, a distributed deadlock situation can be seen. DTX has a process in the scheduler that periodically
recovers the wait-for graphs from all the sites and checks for deadlocks. Suppose that the scheduler at site s1 starts the
deadlock checking process and ﬁnds the target transactions of the circle (Alg. 4; l. 6). By the rules of the protocol, the most
recent transaction (Alg. 4; l. 7) must be aborted (Alg. 4; l. 8); so transaction t2 is aborted (Alg. 4; l. 8), its modiﬁcations are
undone and its locks are released (Alg. 6).
Considering that t1 can start executing, the scheduler at s1 sends operation t1op2 to be executed again at site s2. In
this case, there are no locks on document d2; this operation acquires the necessary locks for insertion and processes.
Transaction t1 has no further operations to be executed; so it starts the commitment process. In the commitment, the
modiﬁcations carried out by the transaction are persisted (Alg. 5; l. 10) and its locks are released (Alg. 5; l. 11). It is the
responsibility of the application client c2 to decide if it resubmits transaction t2 for a new attempt at execution. Considering
that the client discards transaction t2 and decides to execute transaction t3, the latter obtains the necessary locks at all the
sites and processes, because there are no concurrent transactions.
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Fig. 6. Incompatibility between locks.
3. Evaluation
Current benchmarks where created aiming to evaluate non-distributed environments [17]. In DTX, as the environment
was distributed and we kept attention on measuring response times and deadlocks, those benchmarks were not suitable
ones and we needed to be adapted them. The evaluation of this work seeks to analyze the performance provided by
DTX. To evaluate DTX the XMark benchmark [18] is extended, adapting its queries to the XPath language and adding
update operations, in such a way as to make the execution of the experiments feasible and we made use of fragmentation
techniques to tackle data distribution issues. A client simulator called DTXTester is developed based on [19]. During the
experiments with DTX, the Sedna Native XML DBMS [20] is used because it is an open-source system with the storage and
query processing characteristics necessary for the execution of the experiments.
DTX uses a protocol for controlling distributed concurrency, but the related works use a central approach that makes
it diﬃcult to compare DTX with these works. This is the reason why real comparisons of the strategies were not made
between DTX and the related works. Aiming at simulating the performance of the related works, it has been decided to
change DTX in order to support lock trees, because most of the related works use this locking strategy in their protocols
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works in distributed environments.
3.1. Environment
A set of sites S = {S1 . . . SN } is given. Each site Si possesses a Sedna Native XML DBMS containing the XML documents
adequate for each experiment, and an instance of DTX linked to the Sedna. A set of clients C = {C1 . . .CM} is considered,
containing the applications that originate the transactions. To process a transaction t , a client C connects to DTX and submits
transaction t . For each transaction t only one site Si initiates it (coordinator), and if t has operations to be executed on other
sites, DTX on site Si sends them to the other sites (participants).
Transaction concurrency is simulated when multiple clients are used. The simulator generates the transactions according
to certain parameters, sends them to DTX and collects the results at the end of each execution. The environment used for
the evaluation was a cluster of eight PCs connected through an Ethernet hub. Each PC has a 3.0 GHz processor, 1 GB of RAM,
Windows XP operating system and a 100 Mbit/s full-duplex network interface. The database was a 40 MB XML document
generated by XMark.
3.2. Experiments
Each experiment explores aspects of transaction performance, such as response time and number of deadlocks. We
mentioned there are no studies considering a distributed environment. As our work focus on a distributed environment,
the comparison with other works becomes more diﬃcult, such as XMLTM [9], that runs in a non-distributed environment.
DTX was compared according to two concurrency control techniques for XML. DTX can be also compared with a traditional
technique which makes use a complete lock on the document and uses the 2PC protocol. Therefore, comparing it using
different protocols of concurrency control that focus on XML, it is possible to get more accurate results.
The comparison was made between DTX using the Node2PL protocol [21] and DTX, both linked to the Sedna Native
XML DBMS. The goal of the experiments is to verify the performance obtained with DTX adapted to the XDGL protocol.
Due to the diﬃculty of obtaining access to the implementation of related works, we opted for adapting DTX and using a
locking protocol in trees (Node2PL), since the majority of related works uses protocols with this characteristic, using the
same synchronization logic between sites, persistence, recovery and language. Therefore, the only modiﬁcations made to
DTX were: the lock/document representation structure and the lock application/release rules by operation. During these
modiﬁcations DTX proved quite ﬂexible to changes to new protocols.
This experiment veriﬁes the behavior of DTX concerning the variation in the number of clients, with total and partial
replication. In this case the number of clients varies from 10 to 50; each client contains 5 reading transactions with 5 op-
erations each. To carry out the experiments in partial replication the database was fragmented according to the approach
proposed by [22]. In this approach the data is fragmented considering the structure and size of the document, so that each
generated fragment has a similar size. The fragmentation approach used in this work makes all sites have similar volumes
of data. With that, the database schema illustrated in Fig. 7 were generated by means of Xmark [18] and divided into XML
document fragments.
Fig. 8 shows how the data were allocated into the respective sites in different scenarios. In Fig. 8, the ﬁrst column
represents the number of scenario sites, the second column shows the site to be described and the third one represents
their respected content. The documents in bold type show that these documents are copied in other sites.
3.2.1. Variation in the number of clients
Fig. 9 shows the response time resulting from this experiment. In both replication approaches DTX response time
presents a better result than DTX with locks in trees. The reason for this is that the adaptation of the XDGL protocol
used in DTX has a much smaller granularity than the protocol with locks in trees; in this case the management overhead of
these locks is much lower. The response time for partial replication is lower than total replication; the reason is because in
total replication there is a communication and synchronization overhead in all the sites in the system, delaying execution
of the transactions. Based on these results, we opted for conducting the remaining experiments using the partial replication
approach, since in real environments XML data is normally distributed among several sites.
3.2.2. Variation in the update percentage
This experiment shows the behavior of DTX containing a variation in the percentage of update transactions. In this
experiment the number of clients was ﬁxed at 50, and each client submits 5 transactions with 5 operations. The percentage
of update transactions varies between 20% and 60%. The percentage of update operations per update transaction is 20% (see
Fig. 10).
The DTX response time remains quite low as the update proportion grows, while DTX with locks in trees has a higher
response time. The justiﬁcation for DTX’s better response time is related to the lower lock management overhead, and
because it uses a summarized data structure, which makes its recovery and modiﬁcation quicker, and also keeps a better
size structure than the original XML document. The number of deadlocks obtained by DTX was much higher than DTX with
locks in trees. Besides, with the increase in the proportion of updates these numbers tend to grow. This is because DTX
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obtains higher parallelism between transactions as a result of using much smaller lock granularity than the other protocol.
This allows a larger number of transactions to enter execution concurrently in DTX, and eventually, by requiring common
data, to enter deadlock in greater quantities than the other protocol which is more restricted and less concurrent. Greater
detail can be obtained in [15].
3.2.3. Variation in the size of the base and number of sites
This last experiment veriﬁes the behavior of DTX in relationship to the variation in the size of the base and the number
of sites, using partial replication. For the experiment with variation in the size of the base, the number of clients per site
was ﬁxed at 50, each client submitting 5 transactions containing 5 operations. The percentage of update transactions is 20%
and the percentage of update operations per update transaction is 20%. The size of the base varied between 50 MB and
200 MB. For the experiment with variation in the number of sites, the 40 MB base was fragmented, allocated and loaded in
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Fig. 11. Variation in the size of the base and number of sites.
the Sedna of the experiment’s sites. For the experiment in variation of the number of sites, the same parameters were used
for clients, transactions and their update percentages. The number of sites varied between 2 and 8.
In Fig. 11 (a) DTX response time is well below, with the growth in the size of the bases, while DTX with locks in
trees reﬂects an increase in response time. One reason for this is related to the fact that DTX uses a compact structure for
representation of the XML documents, leading to these results. Another reason concerns the fact that in DTX with locks in
trees lock management is much greater, since the application of these locks is in trees and sub-trees of the document in
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question. Therefore, if the document grows, the number of locks also increases. Fig. 11 (b) shows that DTX response time is
lower with the increase in the number of sites, and that DTX with locks in trees shows a worse result. This is related to the
fact that with the growth in the number of sites, besides the greater number of synchronization messages, there is a higher
lock management overhead on the local and remote sites.
In the growth of the size of the database DTX was more deﬁcient in the number of deadlocks. The reason is because,
when the base grows, DTX with locks in trees is slower due to a higher lock overhead. This longer response time reduces
the degree of concurrency of this protocol leading to a smaller number of conﬂicts, that is, deadlocks. With the increase in
the number of sites it was noted that DTX presents results inferior to those of DTX with locks in trees.
3.2.4. Throughput and concurrency degree
The last experiment aims to identify the number of transactions consolidated at each time interval. With that, one might
obtain simple aspects of throughput and concurrency degree. In this experiment, partial replication has been used and the
number of clients has been set to 50, each one submitting 5 transactions containing 5 operations. The percentage of update
transactions is 20% and the percentage of update operations by update transaction is 20%. The size of the database used for
this experiment is 40 MB, fragmented and allocated in 4 sites. The total amount of submitted transactions in this system
is 250.
In Fig. 12, it is possible to visualize the DTX providing higher throughput and concurrency degree than the DTX with
Node2PL. In this experiment, DTX runs 218 transactions in 1553 seconds while DTX with Node2PL runs 230 transactions in
16500 seconds. The reason for this is that DTX has less overhead on locks management and, being multi-granular, favors a
smaller answering time and a higher number of transactions starting execution concurrently. It can be observed that DTX
did not execute 32 transactions whereas DTX with Node2PL, 20 transactions. With this, if these transactions are executed
again, DTX’s response time would still be smaller with the complete execution of the experiment.
4. Related works
Tamino [11] is a Native XML DBMS that uses the 2PL protocol in its concurrency control. Its protocol has 4 levels of
granularity: database, XML document gathering, doctype and XML document. Tamino supports distributed transactions and
uses protocol [14] to guarantee consistency and atomicity of transactions. The Berkeley DB XML [12] is a DBMS imple-
mented as a layer over Berkeley DB. The standard concurrency control protocol used is 2PL. The lock granularity can be
at document level or database level. This DBMS supports the execution of distributed transactions using protocol 2PC to
guarantee atomicity and consistency.
Ref. [10] describes a distributed XML DBMS project and initial implementation. This work proposes an architectural layer
with access infrastructure to data that integrate different types of DBMS that support XML. Global atomicity is assured by
the 2PC protocol to coordinate the distributed transactions. In the work, it is emphasized that atomicity is assured when
the DBMS has a low degree of concurrent access. The question of deadlocks is also handled and a simple performance
evaluation is presented.
In general, related works present a low level of concurrency between transactions, because they carry out the complete
lock of the document, affecting performance. Among them, Berkeley DB XML possesses the smallest granularity, but the
user needs to decompose the documents into fragments. However, Berkeley DB leaves it up to the application to detect
and resolve distributed deadlock. Ref. [10] leaves the management of concurrency control up to each DBMS that composes
the system and, in this case, the work assures the criteria of serializability only when the granularity of the lock is the
complete document. Besides, the solutions presented are implemented using speciﬁc information from the DBMS, making
the portability of these solutions more diﬃcult.
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Due to the very large volume of XML documents spread around the Web, the need arises for the eﬃcient management
of these documents. In this article DTX was introduced as a concurrency control mechanism for distributed XML data. DTX
presents an improvement in the processing response time of distributed transactions by using a protocol that takes XML
characteristics into consideration, and has low granularity. DTX was evaluated considering its performances of response time
and number of deadlocks. Analysis of the results obtained made it possible to verify that DTX improved response time in the
execution time of distributed transactions in several situations. It was also possible to verify that DTX is ﬂexible, allowing
adaptation of other concurrency control protocols, such as the one used in the evaluation.
As future work, the authors intend to develop solutions for DTX to work with the properties of atomicity and durability,
thus offering complete transactional support to DTX’s users. Regarding performance evaluation, it is also proposed to evalu-
ate DTX in WAN environments. During the evaluation of DTX, a considerable number of deadlocks were observed. Therefore,
a deeper study of these results is necessary, as well as of the working structure of the algorithms, in order to identify the
factors that may have caused the problem. In order to make DTX more robust, reliable and secure, it is intended to ap-
ply recovery strategies after failures, and also mechanisms to avoid that all processing be conducted in the main memory.
Finally, it is intended to add other concurrency control protocols and check their performance adapted to DTX.
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